
RETHINK VIRTUAL + DIGITAL BUYER
ENABLEMENT TO GET SALES DONE
WHY SALES AND MARKETING NEED A MODERN ENABLEMENT TOOLKIT.



Attention and engagement were hard enough to come by before the pandemic when sellers were face-to-face with B2B buyers. It’s 
even more difficult when you’re a tiny square image on a screen full of small squares of faces in a virtual meeting.

In recent research, Corporate Visions found that buyers remembered less than 10% of the virtual content they viewed after 48 
hours. The survey found that reps understand the importance of creating and sustaining engagement virtually, but they must 
master being memorable to get that outcome.

Audience multi-tasking, limited interaction, and passive presentations are the main reasons 70% of sellers say they find remote 
selling less effective than in-person meetings. While 90% of sellers believe remote presentations should be more engaging, 76% of 
them are still using the same sales decks they used for in-person conversations.

Beyond virtual meetings, self-service experiences are in demand as well as better, more relevant digital experiences overall. 
McKinsey’s B2B Decision Maker Pulse, companies that provide outstanding digital experiences are 2X more likely to be chosen as 
a primary supplier. 

With the need for an increase in tech-enabled selling, it’s imperative to rethink buyer enablement from a virtual + digital 
perspective. It’s becoming critical that you arm your sellers and marketers with a modern enablement toolset that includes—but 
goes far beyond—centralized content and media distribution and management.

In this paper, you’ll learn:

Why Digital Sales Rooms are becoming a thing.

How Digital Sales Rooms unite buyers and sellers.

What Virtual Experiences can do for always-on demand gen.

How Microlearning contributes to buyer enablement.
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Digital Sales Rooms Address Buyers’ Desire for Self-Service

In the Hype Cycle for CRM Sales Technology, 2020, Gartner says, “Gartner expects that sellers will increasingly turn to multiexperience, 
digital solutions to replace their typical face-to-face interactions. This will include digital sales rooms -- a capability currently provided in a 
limited manner by digital content management solutions for sales and sales enablement vendors.”

Gartner predicts that, by 2025, 50% of all enterprise sales technology implementations will include digital sales rooms. Gartner also makes a 
strategic planning assumption that by 2023, an “inside+” direct sales model using virtual interactions with prospects and customers will 
dominate sales strategies for 60% of vendors.

Gartner explains a Digital Sales Room (DSR) as, “...an evolution of the microcontent pages and customer portals already used by sellers in 
their sales enablement tools to distribute sales content to prospects.” Think interactive microsite specific to a prospect’s buying team.

Sellers without the same level of in-person engagement with buyers prior to Covid-19 are seeking tools to help them build quality 
engagement with decision makers in a virtual selling environment. The intent is to replicate the ability to build meaningful engagement 
remotely that used to be the norm in face-to-face selling. 

One big challenge brought by virtual selling is the need for sustained, synchronous engagement in real-time with multiple stakeholders to 
help drive consensus for buying decisions. Another is the asynchronous ability to make the right content accessible to the right 
stakeholders at the right time with overflowing email inboxes, and unwieldy, overstuffed portals. Analytics that measures the level of 
positive impact on multiple members of the buying team is an imperative given the lack of in-person signals that are now unavailable.

With the right digital and virtual tools, you can rethink buyer enablement and build a perpetual demand cycle that combines virtual sales 
conversations with digitally driven self-service.  Buyers want more autonomy in the buying process. But they also know they need help—
when it suits them. This combination of virtual and digital buyer enablement can get sales and marketing back on track now, and support 
future efforts, even when some buying returns sellers to the field.
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How Digital Sales Rooms Unite Buyers and Sellers

We all use video conferencing for virtual meetings, but these technologies only partly address the challenges buyers and 
sellers face in getting their problem solved. Gartner suggests that the addition of microsites for sales content coupled with 
virtual meetings results in a Digital Sales Room environment that meets the demands of virtual selling in a compelling way.

By anchoring stakeholder meetings to a microsite, sellers can closely approximate the synchronous communication style 
used in face-to-face meetings. Because your sales rep creates each microsite for a buyer, its resources become a record of 
engagement over the life cycle of the deal.

Incorporating a messaging/chat feature into the microsite allows for collaboration about the ideas the content shared 
initiates among members of the buying team. Providing an easy one-click way to schedule meetings with the sales rep 
shifts control to the buyers’ side—just where they want it to be.
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The Experience of a DSR

Imagine…after a call, your sales rep sends a link to the buyer they met with and included several resources in support of their discussion. The buyer engages 
with a paper the seller shared. Your rep gets an alert that the buyer has viewed the paper. The rep can choose to follow-up or wait to see if the buyer engages 
with the other resources. 

After the buyer reads the paper, the information motivates them to ask a question in the chat. Your rep is notified and can visit the microsite and answer back 
in the comment thread. He can also add a new resource that provides the buyer with more information they’re interested in. 

Once the buyer receives an auto-notification, she engages with the new information and then clicks the Invite button and adds her colleague on the buying 
team to the microsite, inviting him to read the information and share his impressions. 

An alert informs your rep of the new member on the microsite and the content both people on the buying committee have now consumed. Now is a great time 
for your rep to add a comment suggesting a meeting to discuss the topic the buyers have shown interest in.

Hopefully, you can see how a DSR provides an opportunity for both buyers and sales reps to stay engaged and create forward 
momentum in the purchasing process. Coupled with the analytics on engagement and activity, DSRs can also uncover patterns about 

the buying journey that will help reps reproduce winning conversations and engagement with more accounts as they close more deals.



Marketers Can Use Virtual Experiences for Always-On Demand Gen

With live events on hold, you need more than a talking-head webinar to generate demand. Energize your audience by creating a 3D 
virtual experience microsite for always-on buyer discovery and engagement. The interactive nature of the environment creates a 
dynamic experience allowing buyers to choose their own adventure, drawing on curiosity to trigger action. 

Invite buyer exploration with content-driven hot spots in a 3D virtual environment. Engage buyers with live webinars and product 
tours. Share insights and field questions in live sales chats or video calls on the spot. Capture leads and qualification details in 
exchange for access to pillar content or live sessions and sync them to your MAP and CRM in real-time.

You could use Modus Virtual Experience for an awesome virtual trade show booth, but why not go big and create an always-on 
interactive experience buyers will seek out to be inspired and informed?

Imagine envisioning something like a city on the moon. An interesting, visually engaging environment that invites buyers to explore 
and self-serve content on demand. As they move around your environment they may drop by the theatre and register for a webinar, 
take a break in the lounge where they can schedule a call with a sales rep or engage in live chat during showroom hours.
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Think Bigger Than a Content Hub
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Many marketers have embraced the use of content hubs. But it’s time to think bigger than the thumbnails-in-a-row experience to something 
more visual and interactive. As your buyers traverse the areas of your virtual experience, they can register to download an eBook or report, or 
they can open a briefcase and add content to it as they go. Put content hot spots where you want them and use them however you like. 

Virtual experiences can also be great channel marketing tools for your dealers and distributors. Co-brand one for each dealer loaded with the 
content, virtual product tours, lead capture and resources they need to drive demand for your products.

Upon exiting your (or your dealers’) virtual experience, the content a buyer has selected can be automatically packaged up and sent to them as 
a microsite that’s ready to become a DSR as they engage with your content and indicate their intent and interest in talking to your sales reps. 

A virtual experience can become a part of your website or ride free on a custom domain as a campaign-specific microsite. The uses for a 
virtual experience are limitless. Create a topic-driven environment. Include walk-around virtual product tours when you can’t take equipment 
into the field to demo. Use it as a training center to host webinars. Use it as a virtual trade show booth at your next user conference. Or use it 
as a place of exploration and a bridge to sales, making the transition to a DSR seamless while the buyer engagement continues seamlessly.



How Microlearning Enables a Smooth Transition for Buyers
and Sellers

The necessity of virtual sales and buyer engagement has accelerated trends that were previously picking 
up steam, but not yet the norm for many sales and marketing teams. Yes, both teams have had digital 
aspects as part of their jobs for many years, but it’s moved from a supporting role to a lead role in getting 
sales done.

Big deal, blow-out annual sales trainings can’t keep up with the pace of change we’re all experiencing.
If your sales kickoff was in January to start off 2020, how much of it is still relevant today?

It’s not just this year that shows sales training needs help. Research finds that retention is less than a third 
of the information you teach reps. Training stored in an LMS is not easily accessible and it’s too heavy a 
lift for reps to return to of their own free will because it’s not usable within your reps’ flow of work.

Consider the boost microlearning brings for sales training reinforcement. Putting the key points and 
teachings from your bigger sales training in bite-size chunks that are accessible on-demand in your Sales 
Hub means reps can get a refresher when they need it. 

But look beyond that to your current circumstance. As go-to-market strategies change, you can use 
microlearning to update messaging and inform your reps about new buyer expectations. Fifty-eight 
percent of your reps prefer on-demand training—and not just millennials and nearly half want to learn in 
the flow of work. It doesn’t hurt that retention increases to 65% with video used in microlearning.

With sellers needing to adapt to being on video, the ability to self-record a pitch on video and click to share 
it with their manager or coach for feedback and ratings will help to increase their confidence and their 
on-screen charisma which is so vital to engaging and building relationships with buyers virtually.
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Virtual + Digital is Now and Next for Sales Enablement

About Modus:
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Buyers have changed. Selling has changed. You cannot wait and plan for a return to normal that may never come. It’s 
unlikely things will go back to the way they were before. We’re evolving, even as we work toward closing the distance 
between us. By embracing a combination of virtual + digital tools that bridges the gap between marketing, sales, and 
buyers, you’ll also be future proofing your organization for the constant change that isn’t likely to ebb.

From virtual experiences to digital sales rooms to just-in-time training, you’ll have the ability to generate demand with 
options for consistent and compelling engagement that enables buyers throughout their purchasing process. Now is the 
time to take action to get sales done—today and tomorrow.

Modus helps direct and indirect sellers transform sales engagement across the buying journey to get sales done. The Modus Sales Hub is intuitive, mobile, 
and powered by AI to provide predictable, instant access to the most impactful content, simplify the creation of interactive content, virtual experiences, and 
digital sales rooms. You’ll keep sellers relevant with microlearning and automate lead capture and follow-up workstreams. With clear visibility into content, 
buyer engagement, and seller capability, Modus contributes to the success of world-class brands, including Caterpillar, AT&T, Toro, Stanley Black & Decker, 
Optum, and Phillips. More than 120,000 sales and marketing professionals rely on Modus to get sales done. Find out how Modus is helping our customers 
rethink sales enablement at www.gomodus.com. 

https://www.gomodus.com/

